
Cannaboom or Cannabust?

An informative interview from Evergreen Gavekal’s CEO Tyler Hay as he discusses the dynamic
opportunities and evolving risks facing investors in the Cannabis industry with 4Front Ventures
CEO Josh Rosen.

If expeditioners stumbled upon this plant deep in the Amazon, what would be our reaction to it?
Are the non-THC applications being undervalued or overlooked? How has legalization affected
access for minors? What are the consequences we can expect to see from vaping? This
episode will attempt to answer your most burning questions about the future of cannabis and
investments in the space.

Evergreen CEO, Tyler Hay interviews Josh Rosen, CEO of 4Front Ventures. 4Front is a US
cannabis investment company, traded on the CSE and OTC markets. Rosen's background was
as a equity analyst and portfolio manager at Credit Suisse before he started in private equity
and eventually focused in on cannabis investments.

 

 

DISCLOSURE: Some employees and clients of Evergreen have an ownership interest in 4Front 
Ventures as of the date of this podcast. This material has been prepared or is distributed solely 
for informational purposes only and is not a solicitation or an offer to buy any security or 
instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Any opinions, recommendations, and 
assumptions included in this presentation are based upon current market conditions, reflect our 
judgment as of the date of this presentation, and are subject to change. Past performance is no 
guarantee of future results. All investments involve risk including the loss of principal. All 
material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable, but accuracy cannot be 
guaranteed and Evergreen makes no representation as to its accuracy or completeness. 
Securities highlighted or discussed in this communication are mentioned for illustrative purposes 
only and are not a recommendation for these securities.

 


